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ABSTRACT
The research paper is based on establishing a relationship between the four flight forces Viz; thrust, drag, lift and weight used for flying an aircraft in air. It is identified in this research paper that the nature of this four flight forces have similarity with success achievement forces under study viz; action, integrity ,attitude and humbleness. This four success forces are the essential motivational trait that an individual must develop in correct magnitude in order to be successful in life. A success achievement model assuming this four success forces has been designed in reference to the flight principal. The model; APPLICATION OF FLIGHT PRINCIPLE IN SUCCESS ACHIEVEMENT MODEL have been vertically,horizontally and diagonally analysed to determine the impact of each force on the other force and how it develops motivation, stability and focus in an individual toward success achievement. A detail discussion on the impact of the four success forces through the model is conducted at conclusion of the study.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The aircraft flying concept is based on combined application of Bernoulli’s and Newtonian laws where the trust is equal to the drag and lift is equal to weight. This four equal forces brings a horizontal and vertical stability and floats the flight in air. If the same model is applied to determine how an individual can achieve success in life, we can definitely state that every human must have thrust which is the action of an individual. Every individual must have integrity force which work as the drag and monitor and control the action force. To achieve success one must have the attitude force which determine the altitude of success of an individual, But attitude force must be balanced by the humble force.

Referring to the Flight principle a person who determines to reach success in life must have the right combination of this four success forces that makes an individual balance and calm which assist in setting a goal, determining the path way and needful action to reach the goal.

Application of flight principal in success achievement model is a visual representation of the relationship between the four success forces and how each force is controlling aspect for the other force in vertical, horizontal and diagonal manner in the said model.

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
The material and method adopted in the study is classified as objective, research methodology, source of data and limitation of the research which is explained in details as below:-

2.1 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
The objective of the study includes comprehending the nature application system of the forces that helps an aircraft to fly stable in air and correlating the same force application system in the four success forces that are undertaken in this study. Creating a visual representation of the success force and replacing the flight forces and generation of a new model called as “Application of Flight Principle in Success Achievement Model”. The model is designed to inspire its readers to assimilate the application of the four success force and imply the same in achieving success in life.

2.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study is conducted by comprehending the nature of flight principle forces and how it counterpart each other for bring in horizontal and vertical stability in flight. The four success forces are also assumed to be the bear the same intensity as the force used in flight.
principle. A cross qualitative analysis among the four success forces viz; attitude, action, integrity and humbleness are conducted in Horizontal, Vertical and Diagonal basis.

2.3 SOURCE OF DATA

The research is conducted based on the secondary data only. Textbooks on management, organisational behavioural science, motivational theory and website information on aerodynamics are used for the research.

2.4 LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

The research follows qualitative method so the findings of this research cannot be generalised in terms of large population. The conceptual frame work of the success achievement model using four success forces can generate diverse interpretation among the readers of this research paper. Due to time constraints there is limitation of depth analysis and create further scope of intensive study.

III. CONCEPT DEFINITIONS

3.1 Flight principle forces

Flight principle helps explain that an aircraft can achieve lift because of the shape of its wings. They are shaped so that air flows faster over the top of the wing and slower underneath. Fast moving air equals low air pressure while slow moving air equals high air pressure. The high air pressure underneath the wings will therefore push the aircraft up through the lower air pressure. Here the lift and the weight represents the aerodynamic forces and thrust and the drag represents the Newtonian third law. The aerodynamic forces helps the flight to have a vertical stability where as the Newtonian law bring in horizontal stability when the flight is in air.

3.2 Attitude

The psyche force that controls the directs the human actions. The attitude is the trait that effects the capacity to conceptualise an particular event or idea. A positive attitude can be a force that directs individual’s action towards a positive output through positive actions. The quality of attitude is directly proportionate to the individual’s perception and action.

3.3 Humbleness

The value force that controls the attitude in an individual an humbleness in an individual give rise to positive vibes which becomes the core element of attitude. Humbleness is the force that generate tranquillity in individual and enhance a clarity in thinking process.

3.4 Action

The physical force that converts the thinking into execution and process by which an individual can move towards reaching the goal. This is the force that paves the path for an individual to reach the pre-decided objectives.

3.5 Integrity

The conscious force that assures that every action that an individual performs are transparent and reliable. Integrity is the value addition to all action perform and
enhance the sense of commitment towards action and maximise effort towards reaching goal.

IV. EQUATING THE FLIGHT PRINCIPLE WITH FOUR FORCE OF SUCCESS

ACHIEVEMENT
Flight principle by which the flight can have stability flying at high altitude states that:-
1. Thrust = Drag
2. Lift = Weight
So we establish the relationship between the nature of four flight forces and success achievement forces as appended below:-
1. If, Thrust = Action (Physical force)
2. If, Drag = Integrity (Conscious force)
3. If, Lift = Attitude (Psyche force)
4. If, Weight = Humbleness (Value force)

Than we can derive in reference to the Four forces of flight that:-
1. ATTITUDE = HUMBLENESS
2. ACTION = INTEGRITY

The rationality of the above mentioned equation where the ATTITUED FORCE is equal to HUMBLENESS FORCE vice versa and ACTION FORCE equals INTEGRITY FORCE vice versa is explained in details in Horizontal Vertical and Diagonal analysis section mentioned under the topic analysis of application of flight principle in success achievement model.

V. FLIGHT PRINCIPLE BASED SUCCESS ACHIEVEMENT MODEL
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VI. ANALYSIS OF FLIGHT PRINCIPLE BASED SUCCESS ACHIEVEMENT MODEL

6.1 HORIZONTAL ANALYSIS
6.1.1 ACTION:
Action the Physical Force is the pathway that one has to plan to reach the predetermined goals the action are directly proportionate to the magnitude of the milestones that one has to cross in reaching ones goal. An individual’s action deploys his or her thought process in actual execution and implementation. Without action an individual’s mind tends to be immobile and the activeness is dithered. Action is a cyclic process and helps one to become proactive from active nature if action is performed with devotion.

But in many a time actions are stimulated by external and internal deceitful effects where the action tend to be follow unethical practices. Continuously performing unethical actions develops a low moral individual. Unprincipled actions tends to lose focus towards goal and deviates from success in long run. Such practice not only evils the individual but the society as a whole.

The Integrity Force is the controlling factor which control all actions under taken by an individual in order to reach goal. Integrity develops valued addition in actions which deliver in quality output which enhance the satisfaction level in the mind of the individual for the activities he or she performs.

6.12 INTEGRITY:
Integrity the Conscious Force is the value system in an individual which motivates an individual towards performing ethically. Integrity retain standard process of performing in success achievement. Integrity Force when strongly applied have the majestic ability to eradicate all low morale in an individual and gives definite rise to affirmative self – esteem. Strong integrity force does not allow any pilferage unethical thoughts in an individual which develops the confidence and commanding nature of an individual.

Integrity force without action cannot sustain alone in paving the way to success for an individual. An individual can only determine success if there is appropriate amount of actions controlled by equal amount integrity force. An individual can be successful if he develop confidence which is definite output of integrity force.
6.13 CONCLUSION OF THE HORIZONTAL ANALYSIS:
The action force heading person towards his or his goal and equal amount of integrity force controlling the individual’s action so it brings an horizontal stability in an human being.

6.2 VERTICAL ANALYSIS
6.2.1 ATTITUDE:
Attitude the *Psyche Force* of an individual is a determinative physic force which decide the attitude the person may reach. The attitude factor stimulates the approach of an individual towards various events in life. A positively vibrant person will try to set goals achieve it and continue the cycle. A positive vibration is not helps an individual to reach success but also spread over the positive essence of life among fellow human beings. Attitude force may deviate many a time when ever a person negatively stimulate and develops a supercilious psychology. A person with egoistical mind will always develop a arrogant attitude which imbalance the mind and defocus from the path of success attainment. To counter such effect the humble force has to perennially balance ones attitude. The humble force pulls attitude force and streamline it in right direction.

6.2.2 HUMBLENESS:
Humbleness the *Value Force* is the human force that makes a person approachable and acceptable as “Man of Ethics”. Being humble the mind tends to possess a state of tranquillity where the mind can direct an individual to have pin pointed clear thinking towards achieving determined goal. Being humble one can adjust and seek knowledge and expertise from fellow human being and apply them as when however required in success achievement. Humbleness also reduce egocentric thinking process there by identifying ones flaws and taking necessary corrective action to set things correctly.

But alone humbleness cannot develop the achievement sense it must be leaded by a Attitude force which shall pull humbleness upward to mix it with right attitude at highest level. An individual who can have a balanced attitude and humbleness can have majestic stability in mind with a determination to achieve success and reaching the zenith still attached to the root.

6.2.3 CONCLUSION OF THE VERTICAL ANALYSIS:
The attitude force determining factor for setting an individual’s approach in life and equal amount of humbleness force pulls and balance the attitude force creating a vertical stability.

6.3 RIGHT DIAGONALS ANALYSIS
6.3.1 ATTITUDE AND ACTION:
A person who is having right attitude that is a right form of approach will always tend shape his or her action with a with high morality. The individual will be active in analysis the actions plan for climbing the success ladder and assessing the execution process. Where ever there are deviation or change in action required the person shall do it without being much fatigue. Positive Attitude enhances the focus level and determination towards achievement of the goal. Even any failure in action will be accepted as learning experience and that individual will search for other innovative ways to optimise the efforts.

6.3.2 HUMBLENESS AND ACTION:
Action combined with humbleness is the best solution to perform in low stress state. Every action has the involvement of mental or physical stress or both but that can highly be minimised if we have tranquillity in mind and tranquillity in mind is the output of humbleness. Being humble egoistic approach is reduce thereby the focus towards the goal is not lost. Sometime superciliousness arising from performing an action is blockage for forward thinking, practising being humble such superciliousness can be minimized. An individual tend to perform all action with a positive gesture without attaching the ego to action.

6.3.3 CONCLUSION OF RIGHT DIAGONAL ANALYSIS:
From the right diagonal analysis we can state that action of an individual is directly proportionate to the attitude of the person. Attitude initiates activeness in an individual that creates action to pursue towards success achievement. The best output of the action can be driven out by combination of humbleness as it keep the mind focus towards valued action laying the path to success achievement.

6.4 LEFT DIAGONALS ANALYSIS
6.4.1 ATTITUDE AND INTEGRITY:
Attitude of an individual can be positive and success oriented only when there is a integrity combined to it. Integrity is the driving and controlling force which directs the attitude towards building a positive trait in an individual. A positive attitude can only make optimistic and quality actions all time every time. In present days achieving success and sustaining it has became a challenge to any individual therefore without a continuous dedicated quality effort no one can achieve or sustain success over a longer period of time.

6.4.2 HUMBLENESS AND INTEGRITY:
Humbleness alone can fall week until integrity force pulls it. Being humble some time an individual may be de-motivated in short run due to the external factors such as unethical competition and mal practices. In such situation integrity is the force that develops conscious self-reliance among an individual and assures for continuity of practicing being humble. On the other hand humbleness is the force that balances the approach of integrity as when an individual is having integrity for long run tends to develop a superciliousness which saturates the further thinking process. A saturated mind lose focus from the goal and all actions starts deviating from main path to success and we can find minimal quality effort from such individual to sustain success in long run.
6.4.3 CONCLUSION OF LEFT DIAGONAL ANALYSIS:

To develop a positive attitude which shall be goal oriented and makes an individual active to perform actions require integrity in the highest form. Humbleness control any supercilious traits arising in individual where as integrity minimize demoralising effect within individual arising due mismatch personal ethical conducts and external mal practices arising.

VII. DISCUSSION

The study identifies that an individual’s success depends upon the four pillars that Action, Integrity, Humbleness and Attitude As in air an aircraft is balanced by the use of the aerodynamics forces and Newtonian law where Thrust is equal to Drag, lift is equal to Weight. Similarly the success of an individual depends how an individual equalities the success forces such as Action is equal to integrity and humbleness is equal to attitude.

The analysis made in this research indentifies the relation between the four parameters through vertical, horizontal and diagonal ( right and left) analysis. Through this analysis the impact of each one force on the other force is examined. It is observed that each force balances the other force creating a balanced individual developing the focus towards achieving success in any sphere of life. The success achievement model developed also sublimely indicates that success of an individual should be divine in nature that is the outcome of such achievement may be materialistic but the contentment of such achievement should be socialised.

From the analysis of success achievement model we can comprehend that, under any negative influence the action of an individual may tend to be unethical and creates a low moral individual it is an hindrance and divergent towards goal achievement. In such a situation if integrity force is highly determinative, one can eradicate the negative influence and can retain focus action towards goal achievement. On a similar ground an individual with integrity will only be deem fit only when individual is performing action with a predefined objective.

The Success achievement model identifies that attitude to be the psyche force that influences individual’s perception. When the attitude is negatively stimulated due to any external or internal cause the thought process becomes opaque and diverts the perceive value of an individual. But if a person is humble the mind tends to be low stress and wider capacity of analysing situation, as a result of which if such negative influence occurs one can expect to have stabilise mind to understand and eliminate such pessimistic stimulus. People sometime develops egotistical approach as a outcome of pride in action. A person with high egoistical approach will not be able to widely accept others opinion and slowly reduce his reorganisation among society. Strategically success of an individual is highly subjective to social binding so practicing being humble always reduce the risk of downbeat approach from the society for an individual heading towards success.

Comprehending the model we can land to a conclusion that, when an individual sets a goal for success one must also assess the equal weighted enormity of Attitude, Humbleness, Action and Integrity required to achieve the set Goal within specific time with a divine contentment.
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